We thank Dr. Muhammed Mubarak for his comments on our recent paper about the importance of genetic testing in children with steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome (SRNS). He highlights the similarity between our results[@b1-asm-3-270a] and their published results.[@b2-asm-3-270a] We found that the frequency of identified disease-causing mutations in children older than 1 year with SRNS presented to KAUH was 11.4% (6.8% NPHS2 podocin gene and 4.5% NPHS1 \[nephrin gene\]), which was comparable to their report of 3.4% NPHS2 and 5.5% NPHS1. However, they find higher percentage of mutations (22%) in children with early onset disease, while we excluded children younger than 1 year of age in our study. The median (IQR---interquartile range age of our cohort at presentation was 3 (2.5) years with no difference between primary SRNS; 3 (2.5) years and secondary SRNS; 3 (3) years at presentation (P value .420). Regarding the timing of genetic testing, it was done after defining children as SRNS who did not respond to steroid for 4 weeks. However, the results usually arrive after a few months during which children are kept on immunsuppressions. Obtaining results takes long time as we do it as part of collaboration with Harvard medical school and previously Michigan medical school.[@b3-asm-3-270a] Concerning the effect of including children with membranoproliferative GN (MPGN) and IgA nephropathy (IgAN) in decreasing the frequency of genetic mutations, our inclusion criteria were children with SRNS regardless the underlying renal histology. IgA nephropathy is a known underlying cause of SRNS as well as MPGN.[@b4-asm-3-270a],[@b5-asm-3-270a] We have reported mutations of only NPHS1, NPHS2, and WT1, and, therefore, some children with negative mutations initially were found to have other mutations such as TRPC6[@b6-asm-3-270a] or SMARCAL1.[@b7-asm-3-270a],[@b8-asm-3-270a] Furthermore, we believe that we have other undiscovered mutations in our area as the underlying cause of childhood SRNS. We agree with Dr. Mubarak about the need for mult-center studies of larger scale and prospective nature, to develop international guidelines on the clinical utility of genetic testing in childhood SRNS.
